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[1] There is no objective definition to separate cumulus congestus clouds from the shallow
cumulus and deep clouds. This has generated misinterpretation about the role of congestus
clouds to promote deep convection through the potential of moistening the middle
troposphere. In this study, an objective identification for the different tropical cumulus
modes is found by examining the occurrence frequency of the cloud cell top heights (CTHs)
and near-ground (at 2.5 km height) rainfall properties of these cells using a three-season
database of the Darwin C-band polarimetric radar. Four cumulus modes were identified,
namely a shallow cumulus mode with CTH in the trade inversion layer (1–3 km), a
congestus mode with tops in the highly stable middle troposphere (3–6.5 km), a deep
convective mode with tops in the region of free convection (6.5–15 km), and an
overshooting convection mode with tops in the tropical tropopause layer (CTH >15 km).
The study also investigates the connections between these cumulus modes during heavy
rainfall events. The congestus mode occurs predominantly from ~10 h prior to the peak
rainfall event to ~2 h past the event. The deep cloud populations (Modes 3 and 4) have their
maxima at and shortly after the time of the rainfall peak, with maximum occurrence just
below the tropical tropopause layer. A comparison of the heavy rainfall events occurring in
morning (oceanic) conditions against the afternoon (continental) conditions revealed a
higher ratio of the shallow to the deep cloud population and a shorter transition time from
the shallow to the onset of deep population in the morning-oceanic conditions than the
afternoon-land conditions. It is also found through the analysis of the large-scale moisture
budget data set that for both the morning and afternoon events, the moistening peaked
before the peak in the congestus populations.
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1. Introduction

[2] Progress in simulating clouds in general circulation
models depends substantially on improvements in the cumu-
lus cloud parameterizations and their coupling to boundary
layer and cloud processes [Jakob, 2010]. Cumulus clouds
have historically been thought of as primarily consisting of
two modes: shallow cumulus, with cloud top heights near
the trade inversion layer, 1–2 km above the surface, and deep

cumulonimbus clouds, with cloud tops near the tropopause
[Malkus and Riehl, 1964]. Johnson et al. [1999] provided
observational evidence of a distinct third cumulus cloud
mode, the midlevel cumulus congestus clouds, with cloud
tops near the 0°C melting level. Because of their small cell
size and their transitional nature from nonprecipitating to
precipitating convection, it is relatively difficult to observe
congestus clouds with remote sensors [e.g., Miller et al.,
1998;Melnikov et al., 2011]. Yet, they have been implicated
in playing an important role in the transition from shallow to
deep convection through the potential of moistening the
middle troposphere [e.g., Kuang and Bretherton, 2006;
Waite and Khouider, 2010], although there is still some
ambiguity if the moistening itself is vital to trigger deep
convection [e.g., Hohenegger and Stevens, 2012]. It is the
goal of this study to further investigate the role of congestus
clouds in the transition from shallow to deep convection by
providing an improved analysis of radar observations of this
transition at Darwin, Australia, and by directly linking the
radar observations to the large-scale dynamical state of the
tropical atmosphere.
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[3] There has been ongoing improvement in observing
congestus clouds from radar observations with a focus on
refining the criteria for their identification. Early studies
identified congestus clouds as any precipitating convective
cloud with cloud top heights (CTHs) between 5 and 9 km
[Johnson et al., 1999], while later studies included the
criterion of the existence of a continuous radar echo from the
near surface to the CTH [Jensen and Del Genio, 2006].
However, none of these studies provide a clear justification of
choosing a 9km CTH threshold. Early field campaigns, such
as Global Atmospheric Research Program Atlantic Tropical
Experiment [e.g., Houze and Cheng, 1977] and Tropical
Ocean-Global Atmosphere Coupled Ocean-Atmosphere
Response Experiment [e.g., Rickenbach and Rutledge,
1998], contained evidence of weak bimodality in cumulus
occurrence. However, in these studies, cloud top peaks
occurred near 2–3 and 6 km, with no evidence of a
maximum at 9 km. Recent radar echo top analyses at Darwin
using long-term data sets spanning several wet seasons
showed limited support of multimodal distribution [e.g., May
and Ballinger, 2007; Kumar et al., 2013]. As there is still no
agreed “definition” of congestus occurrence derived from
radar observations, a first aim of this study is to develop amore
objective identification of congestus and deep clouds. This
will be achieved by a careful analysis not only of CTH
occurrence frequency but also of the radar retrieved rainfall
properties taking advantage of the polarimetric capabilities
of the research radar deployed at Darwin (C-band polari-
metric (CPOL) radar) [Keenan et al., 1998].
[4] Once a method of identifying congestus and deep clouds

has been established, a major motivation of this paper is to
study the progression of different cumulus modes through
the storm life cycle. Specifically, the goal here is to better
comprehend the role of cumulus congestus clouds in
preconditioning the atmosphere for deep convection. Several
studies have found that the occurrence frequency of congestus
clouds increases prior to peak rainfall events associated with
deep convection [Mapes et al., 2006; Chen and Del Genio,
2009; Tromeur and Rossow, 2010; Del Genio et al., 2012].
Kikuchi and Takayabu [2004] performed a composite analysis
of CTHs and thermodynamic profile as a function of the life
cycle of the Madden-Julian oscillation, which revealed that
the three cumulus cloud modes developed in stages. Initially,
the weakening of the trade inversion layer corresponds to the
shift from shallow cumulus to congestus cumulus. In the next
stage, the cumulus congestus clouds moisten the atmosphere
below the 0°C level, preconditioning the atmosphere for deep
convection [Kemball-Cook and Weare, 2001; Lin and
Johnson, 1996]. However, recently Hohenegger and Stevens
[2012], using 1month of satellite observations, found the
transition time from congestus to deep convection to be much
shorter (2 h over land and 4 h over the ocean) than the
time needed (10 h and longer) for congestus clouds to
sufficiently moisten the atmosphere. Their results do not
support the idea that congestus moistening itself enhances
the formation of deep convection. Rather, they suggested
that dynamical processes, potentially related to the
heating from congestus clouds, are likely an important
ingredient in promoting the transition to deep convection.
This study will further investigate this link by relating the
observed cloud behavior to the large-scale state of the
atmosphere around Darwin.

[5] In this paper, we use three wet seasons (573 days) of
Darwin CPOL radar observations to investigate the statistical
properties of cumulus congestus clouds, deep convective
clouds, and overshooting convection, and their progression
during rainfall events. In section 2 of this paper, the CPOL
database is described. In this section, we also compare the
CTH frequency derived from CPOL with concurrent CTH
retrievals from a Darwin MilliMetre Cloud Radar (MMCR)
[Moran et al., 1998] to estimate the percentage of congestus
clouds which could not be detected by the CPOL radar.
Section 3 describes the statistical properties of the identified
convective clouds as a function of CTH. This section will
provide an objective method to identify cumulus modes,
including congestus. Section 4 then focuses on the temporal
evolution of the convective cell characteristics around heavy
rain rate events to investigate the evolution of the cumulus
modes throughout the storm life cycle. Section 5 investigates
the potential connection of cloud growth to dynamical
processes by analyzing moisture and heating tendencies
around the rain events identified in section 4. We summarize
our findings in section 6.

2. Data Sets and Method

2.1. The Darwin C-Band Polarimetric (CPOL) Radar
[6] The study primarily uses three wet seasons of data

(October 2004–April 2005, October 2005–April 2006, and
October 2006–April 2007) from the Darwin CPOL radar.
The CPOL radar (12.25°S, 131.04°E) collects a three-
dimensional volume of data out to a range of 150 km once
every 10min. Each volume consists of a series of 16 conical
sweeps at elevations ranging from 0.5° to 42°. The radar
transmits alternate linear horizontal and vertical polarization
pulses, which give access to key polarimetric variables such
as the horizontal reflectivity (Zh), the differential reflectivity
(Zdr), and the specific differential phase (Kdp) [e.g., Zrnić
and Ryzhkov, 1998].
[7] Next, the data are gridded by constructing a series of the

constant altitude plan position indicator (CAPPI) at every
0.5 km in height (with a horizontal bin size of 2.5 km× 2.5 km)
extending up to 20 km, using the Sorted Position Radar
INTerpolation software. To minimize any issues that might
occur during the interpolation from PPIs to CAPPIs, only data
in the range 20–100 km and at heights greater than 2.5 km are
analyzed. Furthermore, as the focus of this study is on the
development of convective clouds in the transition from
shallow to deep modes, the stratiform pixels are also excluded
from the analysis.
[8] The individual radar pixels at a CAPPI level of 2.5 km

are characterized as convective or stratiform using an
algorithm by Steiner et al. [1995]. The Steiner algorithm
classifies the gridded reflectivity as convective if the reflec-
tivity value is at least 40 dBZ or greater than a fluctuating
threshold depending on the area-averaged background reflec-
tivity (within a radius of 11 km around the grid point). Each
convective center has a radius of influence (ranging from 1
to 5 km) also depending on the surrounding background
reflectivity [Steiner et al., 1995]. This method of identifying
the convective and stratiform radar pixels has been used in
previous studies over the Darwin region [e.g., May and
Ballinger, 2007; Kumar et al., 2013; Penide et al., 2013].
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[9] All radar pixels in the vertical column above the
altitude of 2.5 km are assigned the same Steiner classification
as that at the 2.5 km CAPPI level. This assumption is reason-
able since the vertical shear of horizontal wind between the
heights of 2.5 and 12 km in convectively active Darwin wet
season regimes is small, typically on the order of 10!4 s!1

[e.g., Kumar et al., 2013]. Furthermore, as explained later,
CTH values are calculated per cloud cell (i.e., several
adjoining convective radar pixels) not per single vertical
radar column. So the tilt of the convective core due to wind
shear is expected to have a minimal effect on the cell-based
CTH retrievals.
[10] From this gridded reflectivity data, CTH is calculated

using the following two methods. First, the algorithm
identifies convective cells occurring at the 2.5 km CAPPI
level. Specifically, once a convective radar pixel is detected
at 2.5 km height, the algorithm then searches in all directions
in the horizontal plane from this convective pixel for any
connected convective pixels and stops when no convective
pixel is found (radar pixel classified as stratiform or clear
air). The procedure is repeated in all directions, defining the
contours of each convective cell. Some cells, typically those
with low CTH, could have a sectional area of a size equal to
one radar pixel with an area of 6.25 km2 (2.5 km × 2.5 km).
The next area size for two pixels is 12.5 km2 and so on.
Second, for each identified convective cell, the maximum
height of the 0 dB echo at any of the pixels in the cell is
computed to provide an estimate of a single CTH for that
convective cell. Specifically, the CTH corresponds to the
radar echo height whose reflectivity is the closest to 0 dB,
but with a reflectivity value within the range of !5 to +5 dB,
and provided there is a vertically continuous reflectivity
greater than 0 dB between the 2.5 km CAPPI level and this
CTH. This procedure filtered out any possible effects of
detached cloud layers situated above the convective towers.
[11] This definition of CTH is similar to the definition of an

echo top height (ETH) used in previous studies [e.g., Kumar
et al., 2013], except that in those studies ETH was calculated
for individual convective column instead of the whole
convective cells used here. Using the common single-column
ETH, a convective cell will have a distribution of ETHs and
pixels from the same cell will potentially be classified in
different cumulus cell categories, which complicates the
use of this definition in studying the transition to deep
convection. Using the same reasoning, the 0 dB height per
cell is taken as the maximum height reached by any near-
0 dB pixel in the cell, and not an average of all near-0 dB
ETHs in that cell. In summary, throughout the paper, with
the exception of Figure 1, one CTH per convective cell is
used in the analysis. The reasons for the exception will be
explained when introducing the figure.
[12] The choice of the 0 dB level as cell threshold is a com-

promise. The minimum detectable reflectivity (Rmin) above the
noise level as a function of CPOL range (R in km) is Rmin
(dB) =! 41.25 + 20 log(R). May and Ballinger [2007] and
Kumar et al. [2013] used 5 dB echo top height criteria mainly
because they choose to use a large domain around the radar.
Here, we use CPOL data only up to a range of 100 km
(Rmin =! 1.25 dB), so the 0 dB threshold is sufficiently high
to allow for detection of echoes at radar ranges considered in
this study. The 0 dB top height criteria also ensure that the
radar-determined CTH is even closer to the true CTH.

[13] Apart from the CTH information per cell, we also
make use of radar reflectivities, drop size distributions
(DSD) parameters, and rain rate retrievals from the 2.5 km
CAPPI level bounded by the respective convective cell area.
As for CTH, we define only one value per cell rather than
using individual pixel values. This is done by calculating
the cell mean reflectivity, rain rate, drop size diameter (D0),
and number concentration of small hydrometers (Nw) at each
vertical level. Descriptions of the algorithm used to retrieve
drop size distributions (DSD) parameters and rain rates from
the polarimetric radar variables are given in Bringi et al.
[2009]. It assumes a normalized gamma DSD form [Testud
et al., 2001] described by the median volume diameter (D0)
and the “generalized” intercept parameter (Nw). For simplic-
ity, Nw can be thought as the number concentration of small
hydrometers. Nw is the same as the intercept parameter of
an exponential DSD with the same D0 and liquid water
content as the gamma DSD. This algorithm uses a
multiparameter approach to take advantage of the comple-
mentary information contained in the polarized backscattered
signals. First, D0 is retrieved from the differential reflectivity
using polynomial fits (e.g., D0 = f (Zdr)), then Nw is estimated
using a power law of the form Zh=Nw

¼ c: D0ð Þd , and finally,
the rain rate is estimated using either a function of the form
R= f (Kdp), R= f (Zh,Zdr), or R = f (Zh) depending on various
thresholds and a decision tree [Bringi et al., 2009].

2.2. Cloud Radar Data and its Comparison to CPOL
[14] A major objective of this paper is to study the features

of cumulus congestus clouds. These clouds have been
typically studied using data from a millimeter-wavelength
MMCR, except in Johnson et al. [1999], where C-band radar
measurements were used. Millimeter-wavelength radar has
been preferred to study congestus clouds because some of
the clouds in this mode could be nonprecipitating and thus
will be missed by a centimeter-wavelength radar. Darwin
hosts both a vertically pointing MMCR with a wavelength
of 8.6mm [Moran et al., 1998] at the U.S. Department of
Energy’s Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM)

Figure 1. Distribution of cloud top height (CTH) occur-
rence frequency over the Darwin Atmospheric Radiation
Measurement (ARM) site, 25 km from the Darwin C-band po-
larimetric (CPOL) radar center. The black and grey curves are
the CTH frequency computed using the MilliMetre Cloud
Radar (MMCR) and the range-height indicator (RHI) scan of
CPOL, respectively. A bin size of 0.5 km in height is used in
this figure and all subsequent figures.
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[Stokes and Schwartz, 1994; Ackerman and Stokes, 2003] site
and the scanning CPOL (5.3 cm) operating over the wet
season, thus offering the potential of estimating the congestus
cloud fraction which will be missed by the C-band radar.
[15] The best way to achieve a reasonable space-time

overlap between the vertically pointing MMCR and scanning
CPOL radars is to use the data from the range-height indica-
tor (RHI) scanning mode of the CPOL radar. CPOL performs
RHI scans over the MMCR site lasting for approximately
10 s using 70 different elevations ranging from 0.02° to
45.8°, once every 10min. Thus, RHI scans have a much finer
vertical resolution (10m near the surface and ~15m at
maximum elevation) than the PPI mode, which uses 16
elevations and has a vertical resolution on the order of few
hundreds of meters. The RHI scanning routine on CPOL
commenced only in October 2005; only 2 years of statistics
is used in the comparison of the two radar results.
[16] The reflectivity data from the RHI scans are averaged

over three adjacent range gates centered on the MMCR site
(25 km) [e.g., Bringi et al., 2009]. Then, height profiles are
constructed using the radar beams at the 70 different
elevation angles. In comparison, the MMCR radar does a
continuous vertical sounding with a temporal resolution of
35 s and a fixed height resolution of 90m. We time-match
the two radars by selecting only the MMCR scans closest
to the RHI scan times. RHI scans which had no echo
detection at the MMCR location, and vice versa, were still
kept to build the time-matched array. Apart from inevitable
instruments problems, it is fair to assume that both radars
over the time-matched interval observe the same type of
clouds. Next, the column ETH is computed using the
reflectivity profiles from both radars, using the same criteria
defined in Jensen and Del Genio [2006]. Specifically, ETH
is computed as the maximum height reached by the radar
echo, provided there is a continuous echo from cloud base
to the ETH. Note that the starting cloud base height for both
radars is required to be less than 2 km. Because of this
requirement, the cloud data used in this analysis are likely
mainly convective in nature [e.g., Jensen and Del Genio,
2006]. At the ETH, the CPOL reflectivity is required to reach
0 dB, but for the MMCR, the reflectivity at the ETH is set to
the lowest available reflectivity per column, which was
typically ~!20 dB. Even though the minimum reflectivity
that could be measured by CPOL at the range of 25 km is
Rmin =! 13 dB, well below the 0 dB ETH requirement,
0 dB ETHs are preferred so that the radar comparison
remains relevant for all CPOL ranges (20–100 km ) used in
the rest of this study.
[17] Figure 1 shows the cloud count from MMCR (black)

and CPOL RHI (grey) radars in CTH bins of 0.5 km. There
are several interesting similarities and differences in the two
CTH profiles. As one would expect, the MMCR detects
significantly more clouds below 4 km, owing to its ability
to see nonprecipitating cloud particles. Above 8 km the top
heights from the CPOL radar are approximately 2 km lower
than those obtained from the MMCR. Again, this is likely
because the MMCR can detect much lower reflectivities
(the modal reflectivity value is near !20 dB), whereas the
CPOL reflectivities at the ETH are set to be 0 dB. So the true
cloud top height for deep clouds is likely within 2 km of the
0 dB CTH of CPOL, consistent with those estimated by
previous studies [e.g., Kingsmill and Wakimoto, 1991;

Casey et al., 2012]. Interestingly, in the range of congestus
cloud top heights between 4 and 8 km, the radars agree well.
[18] Overall, CPOL detects 67% of the clouds detected by

MMCR; most of the missing clouds are in the shallow
cumulus mode below 4 km. At the heights of 4 and 8 km,
the ratio of CPOL detection to MMCR detection is 50%
and 82%, respectively. However, such direct comparison
for a given height is thought to be less useful due to the
difference in the sensitivity of the two radars. Instead, we
estimate the CPOL efficiency using the following procedure.
The first local minimum (Pt. 1, 4.0 km in CPOL and 5.5 km
MMCR) in both curves is assumed to be the breakpoint height
of the shallow clouds, and comparing the total cloud counts
below this level from both radars gives a detection efficiency
of 30% on CPOL compared to MMCR. Similarly between
Pt. 1 and Pt. 2 (possibly the congestus fractions), the CPOL
efficiency is 64%, and above Pt. 2 it is 127%. The CPOL radar
detects more of the deeper clouds compared to MMCR since
the millimeter-wavelength signals are often attenuated during
periods of moderate and heavy rain rates associated with deep
clouds [e.g., Kumar and Ramachandran, 2004].

2.3. The Large-Scale Atmospheric State
[19] It is a goal of this study to connect the cloud evolution

in the transition from shallow to deep convection to the
dynamical evolution of the large-scale atmospheric state.
To do so, we require reliable estimates of the large-scale state
concurrent with the radar observations. Jakob et al. [2011]
have derived such a data set for the Darwin region for the
same wet seasons for which radar observations are available
in this study.
[20] The data set is constructed by applying the variational

budget analysis algorithm of Zhang and Lin [1997]. This algo-
rithm usually requires an array of atmospheric sounding data,
as well as observations of surface precipitation and top of the
atmosphere radiation, to optimally estimate all terms of the
vertically resolved heat, moisture, and momentum budgets.
In the absence of a radiosonde array, Xie et al. [2004] pro-
posed to use results of numerical weather prediction analyses
as a surrogate. To test this approach in the Darwin region,
Jakob et al. [2011] applied this approach to the Tropical
Warm Pool International Cloud Experiment [May et al.,
2008] data set and showed that the use of soundings extracted
from the operational analyses of the European Centre for
Medium-Range Weather Forecasts provided a very close
approximation to budget estimates using a full sounding array.
They then applied the method to three full seasons of data
using surface precipitation rainfall, calculated from the
CPOL radar as a key constraint to the moisture budget. The
resulting large-scale data set used here includes vertical
profiles of heat and moisture budgets as well as thermody-
namic and dynamic variables at 40 hPa vertical and 6 h tempo-
ral resolution. The spatial domain of the large-scale data set is
shown in Xie et al. [2010] and is comparable to the CPOL
domain with a radius of 100 km.

3. The Statistical Rain Properties of Individual
Convective Cells

[21] In this section, the CPOL observations are used to
study in detail the near-surface (at a fixed height of 2.5 km)
characteristics of two of the three cumulus cloud modes
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identified in Johnson et al. [1999]: congestus and deep
clouds. As will be shown, the deep cloud mode is found to
comprise two distinct types of cloud with very different
properties. The shallow cumulus mode cannot be included
here because many shallow cumulus clouds do not produce
sufficiently large droplets to be detected by the C-band radar
(cf. Figure 1). Another limitation is that at the maximum
range of the radar used here (100 km), the first conical scan
of elevation 0.5° has a minimum detection height of 1 km,
hence missing the very shallow cumulus clouds forming at
further ranges.
[22] A total of 640,419 convective cells were identified

over the three seasons, and their frequency of occurrence in
0.5 km bins of CTH is shown Figure 2a. An overall
occurrence peak is evident at 7 km, with no clear evidence
of a distinct third peak associated with the deep clouds.
Instead, there is a near-constant reduction in the number of
clouds with CTH. Thus, at face value, there is limited
evidence supporting the cumulus trimodality theory [e.g.,
May and Ballinger, 2007; Kumar et al., 2013]. Note that in
our data set, a third occurrence peak associated with deep
clouds becomes noticeable on many afternoons associated
with sea breeze convergence [Kumar et al., 2013] and during
heavy rainfall events (see below).
[23] Instead of focusing purely on numbers, we investigate

the convective rainfall properties as a function of CTH. The
solid lines in Figures 2b and 2c, respectively, show the mean
cell area and convective area fractions at 2.5 km height as a
function of CTH. Convective area fraction is the ratio of
the total area covered by all convective cells belonging to a
certain CTH bin divided by overall total convective area.
Hence, the area fraction response is proportional to the
product of mean cell area (solid line in Figure 2b) and total
number of cells (Figure 2a). Thus, it follows from here that
the increase in convective area fraction below 7 km is mainly
due to the rapid increase in the number of cells (Figure 2a),
since the mean cell area is constant for these cumulus
congestus clouds. In contrast, the convective area fraction
with cells with CTH between 7 and 13 km is remarkably
constant. This is because even though the cell numbers
reduce with increasing CTH in this region (Figure 2a), their
cross-sectional area at 2.5 km height grows wider as they
become taller (solid line in Figure 2b). The deepest convec-
tive cells (CTH> 13 km) have the largest convective area
fraction, though only 1% higher than that from clouds with
a CTH between 7 and 13 km. This largest contribution of
deeper convective clouds is linked to a rapid increase in the
mean horizontal area of cells (solid line in Figure 2b) with
CTH> 13 km (Figure 2a).
[24] The convective rain accumulation fractions (dotted

line in Figure 2c) increase almost linearly with increasing
CTH up to a CTH of 17 km. This parameter is the ratio of
the total rain accumulation associated with a given CTH
bin divided by overall total convective rainfall. The rain
accumulation fraction response is related to the product of
the number of convective cells (Figure 2a), mean cell area
(solid line in Figure 2b), and the mean cell rain intensity
(dotted line in Figure 2b). Thus, the almost linear behavior
in convective rain accumulation fraction is caused by two
of the three controlling variables, the cell raining area and
cell rain intensity, both of which increase somewhat
exponentially with CTH.

[25] The behavior of mean cell rain intensity as a function
of CTH (dotted line in Figure 2b) perhaps reveals the most
convincing evidence of the different cumulus categories.
Specifically, the rain intensity at 2.5 km increases at a rate
of 1.9mmh!1 km!1 with increasing CTH when CTH is be-
low 7 km. It increases at the much lower rate of 0.4mmh!1

km!1 when CTH is between the 7 and 15 km, and then again
displays a very large increase at a rate of 4.3mmh!1 km!1

when CTH is above 15 km. This behavior is intriguing,
suggesting the possibility of three (instead of the usual two)
modes of precipitating convection in addition to the shallow
mode (undetectable in this study). This hypothesis is further
explored below using the radar reflectivity and all
DSD parameters.
[26] Figure 3 shows the probability distribution function

(PDF) of radar reflectivity at 2.5 km in 0.5 km bins of CTH.

Figure 2. (a) The same format as Figure 1 except the CTH
is computed using gridded (CAPPI) CPOL data. (b) Average
cell area (solid) and cell rain rate (dotted) using data from
2.5 km CAPPI levels bounded by the convective cell area,
as a function of CTH. (c) The same format as Figure 2b
and shows the fraction (total at a given CTH divided by
overall convective total) contributed by each CTH bin.
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Recall from section 2 that each cell is assigned one reflectiv-
ity value, which is the mean of the radar reflectivity pixels
from the 2.5 km CAPPI level belonging to that cell. The
evolution of the 2.5 km reflectivity distributions with CTH
clearly indicates the presence of two separate inflection
levels: one at 6.5 km and another at 15 km (marked by
horizontal lines). Cells with CTH below 6.5 km have a broad
distribution in reflectivity at 2.5 km height with the smallest
modal (black curve) and mean (white curve) reflectivities of
all CTH classes. With increasing CTH, the reflectivity
distribution at 2.5 km height becomes narrower with the
mode-mean reflectivity values strongly increasing. The
broad distribution in reflectivity PDFs in cells with lower
CTH is thought to be because it is made of a mixture of
nongrowing terminal congestus clouds with mainly lower
reflectivities and growing transient congestus cloud with
predominantly higher reflectivities. This hypothesis is being
further explored in a separate study. When cell CTH is
between 6.5 and 15 km, the 2.5 km reflectivity distribution is
nearly constant with some narrowing with CTH evident. The
modal and mean reflectivities are both around 38 dBZ, though
the lower reflectivity cells do become also frequent with
increasing CTH. In contrast, above 15 km the response in
reflectivity with increasing CTH is similar to cells with CTH
below 6.5 km, except that the distributions are much narrower
and have much higher modal and mean reflectivities.
[27] Figures 1–3 together with the three-season average

temperature lapse rates (Figure 4) support the existence of
four different cumulus cloud modes:
[28] 1. Mode 1 (not studied here) consists of shallow

cumulus clouds and is the most dominant cloud type.
The CTHs of these clouds are in the trade inversion layer
(1–3 km), which had a high static stability of the lapse rate
ranging from !6 to !5Kkm!1.
[29] 2. Mode 2 represents the congestus cloud category,

and the CTH of these clouds is between 3 and 6.5 km. Its
minimum boundary height of 3 km is marked by an increase
in midlevel stability, which reached the maximum stability at
the melting level (ML) of 5 km. The relative humidity also
increases from 3 km to the ML and from thereon decreased
steadily with height (not shown).

[30] 3. Mode 3 is denoted as the “normal” deep convective
cloud mode with top heights between 6.5 km and the level of
zero clear-sky radiative heating (~15 km).
[31] 4. Mode 4 represents overshooting deep convection

and with tops in the tropical tropopause layer (TTL; CTH
>15 km). As these clouds penetrate through the strongly
stable tropopause, they represent the most vigorous convec-
tion, as indicated by their high reflectivity at 2.5 km.
[32] We continue the investigation of the hypothesized

modes of convection by exploring the distributions of rain
rate and key DSD parameter retrievals at 2.5 km in the same
manner as the reflectivity. Figure 5 shows the distributions of
cell rain rate, D0, and Nw at 2.5 km confirming the existence

Figure 3. PDF of reflectivity using a bin size of 1 dB and as a function of CTH. One mean reflectivity was
obtained per convective cell using reflectivity pixels that are bounded by the respective convective cells at
the 2.5 km CAPPI level. The white curve is the overall mean reflectivity at each CTH level, and the black
curve is the modal reflectivity. The dashed horizontal lines correspond to the breakpoints in the reflectivity
trend indicating the lower (6.5 km) and the upper (15 km) CTH boundary for the “normal deep convection.”

Figure 4. Average (solid) and median (dashed) tempera-
ture lapse rates associated with the convective cells. Prior to
data processing, each convective cell is tagged with the
nearest radiosonde profile, provided the sounding is within
±3 h of the convective cell identification time. Thus, an
individual sounding profile may be used several times and
some convective cells had no sounding data. The signifi-
cances of Modes 1–4 have been explained in the text.
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of the three precipitating cumulus modes proposed
earlier. The congestus mode displays strongly positively
skewed rain rates at 2.5 km height, with the mean rain
rate increasing as the cells grow higher (Figure 5a).
They also typically have a small median volume diameter
(D0) and small concentrations of small hydrometeors (Nw)
at 2.5 km height compared to the other two deeper cloud
modes. The deep convective mode had the largest range
in rain rate distribution at 2.5 km height. However, as is
the case with reflectivity, the rate of increase in rain rate
with increasing CTH is small. For the overshooting
mode, the rain rate and DSD parameter distributions at
2.5 km height are narrow. The mean rain rate increased
steeply as the cells grow taller into the TTL layer.
Another notable observation is that rain rates of intensity
greater than 30mmh!1 occurred almost exclusively with

Mode 4, highlighting the potential importance of this
mode for extreme convective rainfall.
[33] Having focused on the 2.5 km only so far, next we

investigate vertical profiles of reflectivity for different CTH
classes by calculating the reflectivity lapse rate for some
selected CTH levels (Figure 6a). The reflectivity lapse rate
is defined as the vertical gradient of reflectivity [e.g., Zipser
and Lutz, 1994]. Recall from our method of calculating
CTH, the maximum reflectivity value at the top of the cell
will be near 0 dB. Also, to aid the discussion, the relative
humidity profiles associated with the different CTH classes
are shown in Figure 6b. Again, even the vertical profile of
reflectivity (Figure 6a) clearly shows the presence of the
three separate precipitating cumulus cloud modes. The
congestus mode (black and grey in Figure 6a) has the largest
reflectivity lapse rate of approximately 7 dB km!1. A broad

Figure 5. The same format as Figure 3 and shows PDF of (a) rain rate using a bin size of 1mmh!1, (b)D0
using a bin size of 0.05mm, and (c) log10(Nw) using a bin size of 0.15. The white curve is the overall mean
of the rainfall properties in each CTH bin.
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peak in lapse rate occurs in the region from roughly 1.5 km
below the CTH to CTH. In contrast, cells in the deep
convective mode (light blue-dark blue) have a much
narrower peak in lapse rate at ~1.5 km below the CTH and
a second peak of approximately 3.5 dB km!1 occurs near
the ML. The overshooting deep convective mode (light red-
dark red) also had a maximum at the ML and then lapse rate
increased steadily in the TTL. Overall, all CTH classes seem
to suffer a large loss in vertical momentum as they penetrate
past the highly stable “ML lid.” The consistent peak in lapse
rate at ~1.5 km below the CTH, which for Mode 2 clouds and
shallow clouds in Mode 3 is mixed with the ML peak, is
an indication that the vertical momentum of cumulus cells
is reducing rather abruptly as the convective mass flux
detrains into stratiform anvils as they approach their
equilibrium heights.
[34] It is clear that the maximum reflectivity lapse rate is

the largest in cells with lower CTH and this amplitude
decreased gradually with increasing CTHs. This result is
likely a direct consequence of weaker vertical velocities in
shallow cells compared to deep convective cells [e.g.,
Zipser and Lutz, 1994]. However, the atmosphere is found
to be drier when there are shallow cells (Figure 6b), and
dry air entrainment into clouds will also limit the vertical
extent of convection [e.g., Redelsperger et al., 2002].
Similar arguments can be made about deep and overshooting
convection; they are growing higher because they either have
strong updraft speed and/or the middle atmosphere is moist.
Interestingly, it is the Mode 3 “weaker” deep convection that
occurs in the highest relative humidity, while the stronger
Mode 4 convection occurs at intermediate relative humidity,
indicating that the relationship between the depth of convec-
tion and middle tropospheric humidity is far from simple. Of
course, this relationship is potentially affected by the coarse
temporal and spatial resolution of radiosounding data. It is
well known that strong convection in the Darwin area occurs
near coastlines and over islands [e.g., Schafer et al., 2001]
and processes associated with the development of convection

in complex terrain are likely factors in determining the CTH.
We will investigate this further in the following section.

4. The Life Cycle of Convective Rainfall Events

[35] The characteristics of convective clouds during heavy
rainfall events (hereafter referred as storms) are known to
depend on a number of variables, such as the large-scale
atmospheric state, local time, the underlying surface type,
and internal storm dynamics [e.g., Simpson et al., 1993;
Pope et al., 2009b; May et al., 2012; Kumar et al., 2013].
In this section, a composite method is used to identify peak
convective rainfall events and to examine variations in
convective cell characteristics several hours prior and after
the peak rainfall time. This will provide some insights into
the evolution of the convective modes identified in section
3 around main rainfall events including insights into the
transition from shallow to deep convection.

4.1. Heavy Rainfall Events and Their
Temporal Evolution
[36] To identify isolated heavy rainfall events in the CPOL

data, two selection filters operating in sequence were used
here. The first pass includes the computation of the 10min
domain-mean convective rain rate (DMCR) using data at
the 2.5 km CAPPI level over the three seasons. Specifically,
the DMCR is the sum of rainfall at all convective rain pixels
(2.5 km × 2.5 km) divided by the constant radar coverage area
of 43,982 km2. The hourly running average DMCR values
are calculated using the 10min radar measurements, and this
is done to remove short-timescale variations in DMCR.
Rainfall events are then found by requiring the hourly
running average DMCR peak to be larger than the three-
season median DMCR of value 0.05mmh!1, and DMCR
values to decrease on either side of this peak. Once each peak
is identified, the hourly running average DMCR values on
either side of the peak are scanned to determine the local
minima. The local minima must be below the three-season

Figure 6. (a) Vertical profile of reflectivity lapse rate (defined as vertical gradient of reflectivity) within
the convective cloud from the altitude of 2.5 km to CTH. The lines represent the lapse rates for selected
CTH types. (b) Vertical profile of relative humidity associated with clouds in each CTH bin. The sounding
profiles are selected in the same manner as temperature lapse rates in Figure 4. Note that an individual
sounding profile is attributed to several different CTH types occurring within the 6 h window. However,
by calculating a mean profile of several thousand cases of a particular CTH type, the underlying signature
will likely be revealed.
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median DMCR and must be at least 1 h in time away from the
peak DMCR. This way all events will have a lifetime of at
least 2 h. As our focus is on the transition from shallow to
deep convection, it was also ensured that only the first peak
from multipeak rain events was selected for the analysis. A
total of 371 events were selected using this first pass.
[37] The second pass keeps only those events that fall in

the heavy rainfall category determined using the 6-hourly
CPOL domain mean rain rate. Note that the 6-hourly domain
mean rain rates were calculated using both stratiform and
convective 10min radar rain rate data. The lower limit of
the heavy rainfall category is found to be ~0.4mmh!1,
which corresponds to the upper tercile of the 6-hourly do-
main mean rain rates after periods without rain are excluded.
[38] This second pass just keeps 144 events from the initial

total of 371 events, and the histogram of the diurnal variation
of this final set of events is shown in Figure 7 (line). Also
shown in this figure is the three-season average convective
rain intensity (curve). The rain intensity response is
reminiscent of the typical tropical maritime continent
climate, with a strong afternoon and weak morning peak
associated with land and oceanic underlying surface types,
respectively [e.g., Liu and Zipser, 2008]. The histogram of
the storm events also follows the rain intensity variation, with
a dominant occurrence peak in the afternoon.
[39] Figure 7 confirms that rainfall in Darwin, when

averaged over long times, shows a semidiurnal variations
often associated with the underlying surface [e.g., Kumar

et al., 2013; May et al., 2012]. For this reason, the convec-
tive cell characteristics during the rainfall events will be
studied separately for the two broad local time categories:
00:00 A.M.–08:00A.M. (hereafter AM class with 39
events) and 12:00P.M.–08:00 P.M. (hereafter PM class with
78 events). The spatial distribution of convective rain intensity
for these events is calculated using radar data from within 1 h
on either side of the peak rainfall events and is shown in
Figure 8. It is evident that the AM and the PM class strongly
separate by the location of the highest rain intensity over ocean
and land, respectively. We also find that nearly 60% of rainfall
events in the PM class and 40% of events in the AM class
occur in the most commonly observed moist easterly regime
associated with the buildup and retreat of the Australian
monsoon as well as monsoon breaks [Pope et al., 2009a;
Kumar et al., 2013]. The second highest occurrence (nearly
30%) of rainfall events in the AM class is during the deep
westerly “monsoon” regime and that in the PM class is in
the shallow westerly regime, both of which are typical for
monsoon conditions.

4.2. The Composite Life Cycle of Convective
Cell Properties
[40] Figure 9 shows the results of a composite analysis of

the radar data 12 h on either side of each peak DMCR event.
The DMCR amounts are shown in Figure 9a. Figure 9b
shows some of the components that constitute the DMCR
including the total number of convective cells (black), the

Figure 7. Diurnal variation of radar rain rate (curve) and count of identified rain events (line). The shaded
grey region highlights our AM (00:00A.M.–08:00A.M.) and PM (12:00 P.M.–08:00 P.M.). These local
time intervals are analyzed separately in the subsequent figures.

Figure 8. Spatial map of mean convective rain intensity within 1 h on either side of convective rain events
that were identified to occur within (a) 00:00A.M.–08:00A.M. and (b) 12:00 P.M.–08:00 P.M. The
concentric rings are 50 km apart.
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average cell area at 2.5 km (green), and the average cell rain
rate (red). Figures 9a–9c show the results using all rainfall
events (144 in total), while Figures 9d and 9e show the AM
(39 events) and PM (78 events) classes separately.
[41] As is evident from Figure 9b, rainfall events start with

a small number of small cells of medium intensity approxi-
mately 10 h before the peak in DMCR. From thereon, the cell
number steadily increases up to its peak coincident with the
DMCR peak. In contrast, cell size and intensity remain
constant until a distinct increase roughly 5 h before the peak.
Rain intensity peaks about 1 h before the DMCR peak, while
cell size continues to grow peaking at the same time as
DMCR. In other words, it is the rain area (determined by both

the number and size of the cells) that determines the timing of
the rainfall peak, not the rain intensity. This feature is most
clearly defined in the PM class (not shown) with a lag time
of 40min between the intensity and DMCR peaks.
[42] Figure 9c shows the distribution of CTH in bins of

0.5 km and as a function of storm time. Figure 9c reveals
two dominant cell populations. The first of these has CTH
from 5 to 8 km (Mode 2), while the second shows CTH
between 10 and 15 km (Mode 3) and, while less frequent,
evidence of overshooting convection (Mode 4). Cell counts
for Mode 1 (not shown because CPOL does not detect most
of the shallow cumulus clouds) actually peaked shortly
before the peak in Mode 2 and remained higher throughout

Figure 9. Composite responses of CTH for up to 12 h on either side of convective rain accumulation
peaks to define controls (t= 0). A bin size of 10min in time was used in this figure. (a) Composite of the
10min domain average convective rain rate. (b) Composite of the total number of cells (black), average rain
intensity (red), and average convective cloud area (green). (c) Composite of cloud top counts using a bin
size of 0.5 km in height. (d and e) The same as Figure 9c except only using control times which are within
AM and PM periods, respectively.
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the heavy raining time. The shallower cloud population
(Mode 2) occurs predominantly (more than 100 cells per
bin) from ~8–10 h prior to the peak rainfall event to ~2 h
after the event, with its peak frequency leading the peak
rainfall by about 2 h. One notable feature in Figure 9c is that
the increase in cell size and intensity noticed above coincides
with a rapid growth in cloud depth about 5 h before the
DMCR peak. The deep cloud population (Modes 3 and 4)
has a maximum occurrence just below the TTL and maxima
at and shortly after the time of the rainfall peak. The onset
time of the deep cloud population lags that of the shallower
one by 4 h, with a more uniform decay of both deep and
shallow clouds 2–3 h after the peak rainfall. From the above
results, we can identify roughly three stages of the storm
development—a buildup phase (~5–10 h before the peak
rainfall), a mature phase (5 h before to 1 h after the peak),
and a decay phase (from 1 h after the rainfall peak).
[43] The distribution of CTH in the PM class (Figure 9e) is

mostly similar to that observed in Figure 9c (all 144 events),
since the PM class had 54% of rainfall events (see Figure 7).
Notable features in the AM class (Figure 9d) which are some-
what different when compared to all events (Figure 9c) and
PM statistics (Figure 9e) included the following: the ratio
of the deep to the shallow population is higher (80% versus
30% in the PM class) and the lag time between the onset of
the shallow to the onset of the deep population appears to
be shorter. Also, the mode heights of the two dominant cell
populations are lower in the AM class than in the PM class,
and there are relatively less overshooting deep convective
cells in the AM class.
[44] It seems intuitively consistent that in the AM class

(oceanic) there is a faster transition time and higher deep to
shallow cloud cell population ratios than for the PM class

(continental) since the atmospheric moisture content is
expected to be higher over ocean than land. Figure 10 shows
that in the hours preceding the onset of heavy rainfall events
in both classes, the relative humidity is higher in the middle
troposphere (6–14 km; dotted lines in Figure 10) than in the
background averages (solid lines). The feature of higher
midlevel tropospheric moisture preceding deep convection
has been documented in several studies [e.g., Sherwood
and Wahrlich, 1999; Mapes et al., 2006]. It is also evident
from Figure 10 that the relative humidity associated with
the AM events is higher in the middle troposphere, ranging
between 50% and 60%, compared to that with the PM events
with means between 25% and 50%. The presence of more
moisture in the middle troposphere preceding the AM events
compared to PM events will allow deep convection to form
rather easily and quickly after shallow convection. An
important question is what the source of this moistening
preceding the onset of deep convection in both classes is.
This will be further explored in section 5.
[45] Next, we explore the associated composite life cycle

of convective cell microphysics around the rainfall peak
using rain rate, mean drop diameter D0, and drop concentra-
tion Nw retrieved at the 2.5 km CAPPI level from the dual-
polarization radar observations (Figure 11). The objective
here is to investigate the role played by convective-scale
microphysics in the temporal evolution of rainfall over the
composite life cycle shown in Figure 9, as well as in
differences between AM and PM events. The “all events”
plot is not shown, as it exhibits features very similar to the
PM class (Figure 11, right). To help with the interpretation,
we also show selected contours of normalized CTH
occurrence frequency (black curves) from Figures 9d (AM
class) and 9e (PM class). Note that the total CTH count is
divided by the number of events in each class.
[46] Looking at Figure 11 (right), it appears clearly that the

three main steps identified for the life cycle of convective
cloud tops are all associated with major changes in convec-
tive-scale microphysics. In the buildup phase (~5–10 h
before the peak rainfall), the D0 and Nw at 2.5 km progres-
sively increase as cloud top height increases over time, from
about D0 = 1.2mm (and log10(Nw) = 3.8) at t=!10 h for
shallow congestus cloud top heights (below 7 km) to
D0 = 1.6mm (and log10(Nw) = 4.3) at t=!5 h for deep
convective cloud tops reaching 10 km. The AM events
(Figure 11, left) results are very different in that buildup
phase, which are characterized by a large decrease in D0
associated with deep convective cloud tops reaching 7 to
12 km (unlike the PM events) and an increase in mean Nw
(like the PM events). Interestingly, this decrease in mean
drop diameters in deep convective storms is also associated
with a large reduction of rainfall rate at 2.5 km associated
with the AM event when compared with the PM events
(not shown). This indicates that breakup and evaporation
processes play a more important role in rainfall production
within the AM events, while coalescence is probably more
efficient within the PM events.
[47] In the mature phase (5 h before to 1 h after the peak)

where increasingly higher convective cloud tops associated
with deep convection are found (Figure 9c), there is a large
increase in D0 and a decrease in Nw when compared with
the buildup phase. This clearly indicates that coalescence
processes are more efficient in that phase than during the

Figure 10. Mean vertical profile of relative humidity using
radiosounding data during the interval 0–6 h preceding the
onset of the 39 AM events (dashed red curve) and 78 PM
events (dashed black curve). The solid red and black curves
are background mean profiles obtained using all the 3 year
radiosounding profiles between 00:00A.M.–08:00A.M.
and 12:00 P.M.–08:00 P.M., respectively.
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buildup phase. It is striking to see how the microphysics of
deep convective storms is very different in that mature phase
between the AM and PM events. In the AM events, the Nw is
actually increasing a lot, ~400% higher, when entering the
mature phase (while it was slightly decreasing in the PM
events), while the D0 is increasing, but with a time lag with
respect to the PM events similar to that observed for the
increase in convective cloud top heights. Overall it is found
that drops in the AM deep convective clouds are on average
larger but in much smaller concentration than those in the PM
deep convective clouds. In other words, deep convective
rainfall characteristics in the mature stage of the life cycle
of the AM and PM events are completely different.
[48] Finally, in the decay phase (from 1 h after the rainfall

peak), the atmosphere returns to the same conditions as
during the buildup phase for the PM events (Figure 11, right)
and “all events” (not shown). It is not the case at all for the
AM events, in which the rainfall parameters are very
different from the buildup phase, especially for convective
tops lower than 10 km, where mean drop diameters are much
smaller and Nw are larger than during the buildup. This
higher Nw is indicative of new convective developments.
This seems to be in good agreement with larger frequencies
of occurrence of cloud top heights in the 7–12 km height
layer in Figure 9d as compared to Figure 9e.

5. The Temporal Evolution of the Large-Scale
Moisture Budget During Rain Events

[49] In this section, we explore the evolution of large-scale
moisture budget around the rainfall events identified above
with the goal to better understand the relative role of

dynamical and physical processes in the transition from
shallow to deep convection. Due to their structural differences,
the analysis is performed separately for the morning and after-
noon rainfall events defined above. Figures 12a and 12b show
the time evolution of the vertically resolved budget of specific
humidity for ±12 h on either side of the AM and PM events,
respectively. The large-scale moisture budget is divided into
four terms, namely the moisture tendency (q tend) which
arises from contributions from horizontal advection (q adv h),
vertical advection (q adv v), and the residual term (Q2). In
summary, q tend = q adv h+ q adv v+Q2. The Q2 term
represents the collective effects of all subdomain-scale
processes [see Yanai et al., 1973]. All terms are scaled to the
same units of humidity change with time, i.e., g kg!1 h!1.
[50] The large-scale data set has a 6-hourly resolution, and

so within the 24 h window around each rainfall event, there
will be between four and five profiles. The time stamps of
the large-scale data with respect to the onset time of the rain
events in both the AM and PM classes are represented by the
short vertical lines above the humidity tendency panels. It is
clear from this illustration that due to the high time resolution
(10min) of the radar data used to define the rain events, the
timing of the large-scale data entering the composite is nearly
continuous around t= 0 h. Thus, the observed temporal
evolution of the moisture budget terms in Figure 11 is robust
even on an hourly scale, despite using the 6-hourly forcing
data set.
[51] Considering the humidity tendency itself, it is evident

that both classes of events are characterized by moistening
during the storm buildup phase that gradually increases in
depth from the boundary layer to the middle troposphere.
For the AM events, the moistening starts earlier than for the

Figure 11. The same format as Figures 9d and 9e, except shows (top) D0 and (bottom) Nw at 2.5 km
associated with events in the (left) AM class and (right) PM class. The overplotted contour curves in
black represent the CTH frequency as shown in Figures 9d and 9e, normalized by the number of events
in each class.
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PM events. It is often speculated that the main source of the
midlevel moistening are cumulus congestus clouds. While
not entirely conclusive, the breakdown of the humidity
tendency into three components allows for an investigation
of this hypothesis.
[52] It is evident that for both types of events, the horizon-

tal advection terms are negative. This is understandable as
areas of heavy rain are moist, making it likely that the sur-
rounding area is drier leading to negative humidity gradients
away from the rainy area. For both sets of events, it is the
vertical advection term as well as the subdomain-scale terms
that contribute to the midlevel moistening, albeit in quite
different ways between the event types.
[53] For the AM events, which have been shown to be

mostly oceanic in nature, the period from !12 to !5 h is
characterized by drying of the middle troposphere (implying
downward large-scale motion), compensated by moistening
by subdomain processes. While it is tempting to ascribe this
moistening to congestus clouds, it is evident from the
evolution of the cloud characteristics (Figure 9 and replotted
as grey contours in Figure 12) that no such clouds exist at this
time. The fact that the atmosphere is ascending above the
midlevels while the subgrid processes dry the upper
troposphere makes it more likely that the middle tropospheric
moistening by small-scale processes is a result of the
evaporation of precipitation from stratiform clouds that are
likely remnants of previous convective events. This is also
consistent with a very similar evolution of the moisture
budget after the main rain events (+9 h and onward).
Approximately 8 h before the rainfall event, the vertical

advection term turns positive near the surface increasing in
depth as time progresses, reaching its peak during the event
at midlevels. This implies a profile of increasing vertical
motion with height, and hence low-level convergence, and
indicates that it is large-scale dynamical, not small-scale,
processes that dominate the evolution from shallow to deep
convection. This is consistent with the findings of Hohenegger
and Stevens [2012].
[54] The moisture evolution for the (land-based) PM

events is somewhat different. The vertical advection term is
positive at low levels for the entire prerainfall period. This
is likely a result of net convergence into the domain in
support of the widespread sea breeze circulations developing
during the day. The moistening from this term is weak and
increases in height a few hours before the main rainfall event.
There is a distinct peak in moistening from small-scale
processes approximately 5 h before the main rainfall event
at 800 hPa, accompanied by the drying of the levels below,
indicative of the presence of nonprecipitating shallow
cumulus clouds. As is evident from the overlaid radar CTH
evolution, the bulk of the congestus clouds appears after this
peak and is not directly associated with it. In fact, the moist-
ening by small-scale processes weakens when the congestus
clouds appear, making it unlikely that they play a major role
in setting the conditions for deep convection. More likely,
they constitute a transitional stage of convection as the
large-scale atmosphere transits from suppressed (!12 to
!5 h) to convectively active (!5 to +5 h) conditions. The
latter are characterized by a very strong compensation in
the humidity tendency between large-scale dynamical

Figure 12. Superposed epoch analyses (composite) responses of Q terms for up to 12 h on either side of
rain events identified to occur within (a) 00:00A.M.–08:00A.M. and (b) 12:00 P.M.–08:00 P.M. A bin size
of 6 h in time and 50 hPa in pressure was used in this figure. The overplotted green curve shows the location
of “0 amounts” in each panel, and the series of black curve is the CTH frequency as shown in Figures 9d
and 9e. The vertical black lines above the humidity tendency panels indicate the large-scale profile times
relative to the rainfall events used in the composite analysis.
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processes (moistening) and small-scale convective processes
(drying), indicating the very strongly dynamically coupled
nature of precipitating deep convection.

6. Conclusion and Summary

[55] Wet season (October–April) C-band polarimetric
(CPOL) radar observations of cumulus cloud top heights
(CTHs) and their rainfall properties over a 3 year period
(2004–2007) at the Darwin site have been used to
objectively identify different tropical cumulus modes.
Once these cumulus modes were established, the study then
focused on studying the progression of the different modes
around several carefully selected heavy rainfall events by
using a composite analysis applied separately to events
experienced in morning (oceanic) and afternoon (continen-
tal) conditions. The large-scale moisture budget was ana-
lyzed to reveal the relative role of dynamical and physical
processes in the transition from shallow to deep convection
during the rainfall events.
[56] The study first showed that the CPOL radar is capable

of observing cumulus congestus mode (aka, Mode 2) but
misses most of the shallow cumulus mode (aka, Mode 1).
This was verified by comparing the CTH statistics from
CPOL with concurrent observations from a millimeter-
wavelength cloud radar (MMCR). In deeper convection
(aka, Modes 3 and 4), the CPOL performance was shown
to be better than that of the MMCR, as expected.
[57] The identification and further study of individual

cumulus cloud cells revealed that the cell rainfall properties
at 2.5 km height change remarkably with CTH. This allowed
an objective way of identifying four different cloud types: a
shallow cumulus mode with CTH in the trade inversion layer
(1–3 km ), a congestus mode with tops in the highly stable
middle troposphere (3–6.5 km), a deep convective mode with
tops in the region of free convection (6.5–15 km ), and an
overshooting convection mode with tops in the tropical
tropopause layer (CTH> 15 km). The four CTH layers of
the cumulus modes are also visible in temperature lapse rates.
Furthermore, the vertical profile of the reflectivity lapse rates
is also found to contrast strongly between the different
cumulus cloud modes.
[58] The study then examined the temporal evolution of the

identified cumulus modes during heavy rainfall events.
Overall, the daily rainfall pattern in the Darwin region is
semidiurnal in nature, with the larger afternoon peak clearly
associated with continental-based convection and the
secondary peak associated with oceanic convection. The two
types of events were studied separately by considering events
between 00:00A.M. and 08:00A.M. local time (AM class
with 39 events) and 12:00 P.M.–08:00 P.M. local time
(PM class with 78 events). In both sets of events, there
is a distinct evolution of cloud top height involving a
“congestus” phase that starts 5–8 h before the rainfall peak.
The deeper modes begin to form shortly before the onset time
of rainfall events. All cumulus modes decay nearly at the same
time, approximately 3 h after the rainfall peak. For the oceanic
AM events, the ratio of the shallow to the deep population is
higher and the transition time from the shallow to the onset
of deep population is shorter than for the continental PM
events. The convective-scale microphysical properties, repre-
sented by retrieved mean drop diameter D0 and drop

concentration Nw, were found to be very different between
the two rain event classes. This indicates that different
microphysical processes dominate over different underlying
surfaces during convective storms.
[59] A composite analysis of the large-scale moisture bud-

get during the rainfall events implies that for both the AM
and PM events, the moistening peaks before the peak in the
congestus population. In both sets of events, large-scale
dynamical processes play a significant role in the transition
from shallow to deep clouds. This leads to the conclusion that
the transition to deep convection is characterized by a close
interplay between a moistening of the middle troposphere
by congestus clouds and the heating-induced convergence
on larger scales.
[60] Many more studies of this kind using a combination of

instruments such as merged cloud radar, CPOL, and in situ
observations, and over different underlying surface condi-
tions such as oceanic and continental are needed to further
understand the rainfall properties of the four cumulus cloud
modes identified here and their evolution during rainfall
events. In particular, the shallow cumulus mode (Mode 1),
its rainfall properties and role, if any, in increasing the
congestus formation (Mode 2) and subsequent deep clouds
(Modes 3 and 4) needs to be investigated with more suitable
scanning radars and higher resolution space-time observation
of the atmospheric moisture and thermal gradients. Also, it
would be worthwhile to analyze the tropical data with
strategies developed in studies already undertaken at midlat-
itudes [e.g., Zhang and Klein, 2010].
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